BFA EXHIBITION CONTRACT

Agreement between ________________________________ and Watkins College of Art, Design & Film’s Brownlee O. Currey, Jr. Gallery.

____________________________ hereby agrees to have their BFA exhibition from

(student name)

_______________________ to ___________________.

(dates of show)

This contract serves as a binding agreement between the Senior BFA candidate and the Gallery Committee at Watkins.

The Gallery Committee reserves the right to adjudicate the shows in the Brownlee O. Currey Jr. Gallery according to content and display as well as mediate any problems when multiple student artists are sharing the gallery spaces.

Any discrepancies during the interaction between the BFA Candidate and the Gallery will be presented to the Gallery Committee for fair hearing.

BFA Candidates are responsible for installing and de-installing their own work. De-installation includes returning the gallery back to its original condition on every level. Gallery staff will be present to demo correct installation procedures; how to handle, hang, manage work, and correctly patch walls and repaint.

BFA Candidate must have their work ready to hang according to gallery dates (to be specified once shows dates are established).

BFA Candidates must have final RESUMES and ARTIST STATEMENTS in hard copy in the gallery the day BEFORE the exhibition opening reception.

Consented and agreed to: (Student)

Date_____________________________

Consented and agreed to: The Gallery

Date_____________________________